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Abstract
In this paper, speech intelligibility is enhanced by manipulat-
ing the modulation spectrum of the signal. First, the signal is
decomposed into Amplitude Modulation (AM) and Frequency
Modulation (FM) components using a high resolution adap-
tive quasi-harmonic model of speech. Then, the AM part of
midrange frequencies of speech spectrum is modified by apply-
ing a transforming function which follows the characteristics of
the clear style of speaking. This results in increasing the mod-
ulation depth of the temporal envelopes of casual speech as in
clear speech. The modified AM components of speech are then
combined with the original FM parts to synthesize the final pro-
cessed signal. Subjective listening tests evaluating the intelli-
gibility of speech in noise showed that the suggested approach
increases the intelligibility of speech by 40% on average, while
it is comparable with recently suggested state-of-the-art algo-
rithms of intelligibility boosters.

Index terms: Intelligibility, Clear speech, Casual speech,
Temporal envelopes, Modulations, Sinusoidal Modeling

1. Introduction
Clear speech has been proven to be more intelligible than ca-
sual speech in various adverse listening conditions and for var-
ious listening populations (hearing-impaired listeners [1, 2],
cochlear implant users [1], non-native listeners [3]). There-
fore, enhancing the intelligibility of casual speech based on
the acoustic properties of clear speech is quite challenging and
promising. Previous acoustic analysis between the two speak-
ing styles revealed lower speaking rate, expanded vowel space,
lower spectral tilt and higher modulation depth of the temporal
envelopes [4,5] for clear speech. Among these features, there is
a growing evidence that there is a significant contribution from
the temporal envelope modulations to the intelligibility advan-
tage of clear speech. This is suggested by neurophysiological
and psycho-acoustical studies that link the perception of sounds
with modulations [6] and is supported by the study of Drullman
et al. [7] which showed an intelligibility degradation of speech
after smearing the envelope of the low-frequency modulations
(4-16Hz).

Based on the outcome of [7], modulation processing has
been introduced to separate speech from noise and therefore,
enhance the intelligibility of speech in noisy environments. The
denoising algorithms are based on preserving the low-frequency
modulations (4-16Hz) of the spectral envelope which are impor-
tant for intelligibility while discarding other modulations im-
posed by the masker [8–11].

Rather than denoising the speech signal, other studies focus
on re-enforcing the temporal envelope modulations of speech
before it is presented in noise, as naturally happens in clear
speech. In [12] modulation spectral components between 1-

16 Hz are enhanced prior to distortion of speech in reverberant
environment. The drawback of the designed modulation filters
is that their efficiency depends on the reverberation condition.
In [13], the temporal envelope of casual speech is transformed
to have higher modulation depth as in clear speech in low mod-
ulation frequencies (less than 4Hz) which are considered to be
important for phoneme identification. However, this modifica-
tion technique decreased speech intelligibility due to process-
ing artifacts. Therefore, increasing the modulation depth of the
temporal envelopes while enhancing speech intelligibility has
not yet been efficiently addressed.

This work explores a novel method for increasing the mod-
ulation depth of the temporal envelopes of speech, aiming at
enhancing its intelligibility. Specifically, a Sinusoidal model is
used to decompose speech into time-varying amplitudes, fre-
quencies and phases. Each time-varying amplitude is consid-
ered to be the “temporal envelope” of the signal in the corre-
sponding frequency. Then, a transforming function is applied to
the time-varying amplitudes to increase their modulation depth.
Finally, the speech signal is synthesized using the modified am-
plitudes and the initial frequencies and phases.

The proposed modification algorithm has two main advan-
tages over state-of-the-art approaches. First, the analysis and
synthesis of the speech signal is performed by the extended
adaptive Quasi-Harmonic Model (eaQHM) [14, 15] which can
decompose and reconstruct the signal with high accuracy. This
alleviates the necessity of performing filterbank analysis and
synthesis and temporal envelope estimation using the Hilbert
transform. Such techniques reduce the effectiveness of the mod-
ulation filters [16] or introduce artifacts to the signal detrimen-
tal to its intelligibility. Second, the proposed method does not
require the design of modulation filters whose efficiency may
depend to the type of noise [12]. Instead, a simple transforming
function is used to change the modulation depth of the time-
varying amplitudes. The transforming function is designed
based on clear speech properties and results in changes to the
temporal envelope modulations of speech similar to that of clear
speech. Last, compared to other intelligibility boosters, the pro-
posed method emphasizes the harmonic structure of the speech
signal not only in perceptually important frequency bands but
all over the spectrum, suggesting an intelligibility benefit for
various noise maskers.

2. Methodology
2.1. Decomposition and reconstruction of speech
Generally, the speech signal, containing both voiced and un-
voiced segments, can be described as an AM-FM decomposi-
tion:

x(t) =

K∑

k=−K

αk(t)e
jΦk(t) (1)
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where αk(t), Φk(t) are the instantaneous amplitude and the in-
stantaneous phase of the kth component, respectively and K
is the number of components that depends on the fundamental
frequency and the Nyquist frequency of the speech signal. A
means to accurately compute these parameters is the full-band
extended adaptive Quasi-Harmonic Model [14, 15] which has
been successfully used for analysis and synthesis of speech:

x̂(t) =
K∑

k=−K

(α̂k + tb̂k)Âk(t)e
jφ̂k(t) (2)

In this model, α̂k is the complex amplitude and b̂k is the

complex slope of the kth component, and Âk(t), φ̂k(t) are
functions of the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the kth

component, respectively [15]. These estimates are iteratively
updated via Least Squares until a convergence criterion is met,
which is related to the overall Signal-to-Reconstruction-Error
Ratio (SRER) [14]. Then, the overall signal is synthesized
using Eq.(1) where the estimated phases of Φk(t) are formed
by a frequency integration scheme using the estimated phases

φ̂k(t) [17] and αk(t) is simply |α̂k(t)| via linear interpolation.

2.2. Transforming function

The accurate time-varying extraction of the temporal envelopes
αk(t) of clear and casual speech by eaQHM revealed two ma-
jor findings. First, the very low-energy parts of the temporal
envelopes of clear speech are more enhanced compared to that
of casual speech. Second, clear speech has increased mod-
ulation depth of the temporal envelopes compared to casual
speech in midrange frequencies, while in lower frequency re-
gions clear speech has decreased modulation depth compared to
casual speech. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 summarize these two findings.
Specifically, Fig. 1 depicts the temporal envelopes of clear and
casual speech around 3000 Hz (15th harmonic). As we can see,
the low-energy information is more enhanced in clear speech
than in casual speech (0-0.8s). Fig. 2 depicts the mean modu-
lation depth, D(t), of the temporal envelopes on three acoustic
frequency regions for clear and casual speech. The mean mod-
ulation depth, D(t), is estimated as follows: the time-varying
amplitudes that correspond to the three acoustic frequency re-
gions depicted in Fig. 2 are summed to derive the temporal
envelope for each frequency region. For example, for the fre-
quency region [200, 600] the first three amplitude components
are summed in order to estimate the temporal envelope. Then,
the temporal envelope p̂i(t) can be described by Eq.(1) as an
AM-FM signal with modulation amplitudes dn(t) and modula-
tion phases Ψn(t):

p̂i(t) =

N∑

n=−N

dn(t)e
jΨn(t)

(3)

EaQHM can estimate the modulation amplitudes d̂n and

phases Ψ̂n using Eq.(2) where x̂(t) = p̂i(t) and N is the num-
ber of the modulation frequency components. The modulation

depth D(t) is the sum of the modulation amplitudes d̂n in the
modulation frequencies 2-8 Hz, with 1Hz resolution, and is also
time-varying (Eq.(4)) . The average of D(t) in time, namely
D(t) is then depicted in Fig. 2.

D(t) =
8∑

n=−8,n �=0,1

|d̂n(t)| (4)

Fig. 2 illustrates that clear speech (Clear) has higher mean
modulation depth than casual speech (Casual) on midrange
frequencies (800-3000Hz, 4th-15th component) while on low
midrange frequencies (200-600Hz, 1st-3rd component) clear
speech has lower mean modulation depth than casual speech.

Therefore, we propose a transforming function that mod-
ifies casual speech towards these two clear speech character-
istics; the enhanced modulation depth in midrange frequencies
and the increased energy in the low-energy parts of the temporal
envelopes. The transforming function is a compression function
applied in each component besides the first three components as
suggested by our analysis (Fig. 2):

mk(t) = α̂k(t)
γ , |k| = 4, ..,K (5)

where 1
2
≤ γ < 1. After modifying the time-varying ampli-

tudes of casual speech using Eq.(5), the signal is synthesized
using Eq.(1) where αk(t) = mk(t). Then, the synthesized
signal is normalized to have the same Root Mean Square en-
ergy (RMS) as the original unmodified signal. The transform-
ing function with γ = 0.5 (DMod) follows the desired clear
speech characteristics; it effectively enhances the low-energy
parts of speech (Fig. 1) and increases the modulation depth
of casual speech significantly above the midrange frequencies
while decreases its modulation depth on low midrange frequen-
cies (Fig. 2). Trials and errors along with informal listening
tests on values of γ has shown that the intelligibility of ca-
sual speech significantly increases around the area of γ = 0.5.
For higher values of γ the modulation depth of the modified
time-varying amplitudes is less than that for lower values and
the modified signal is acoustically closer to the original signal.
For higher SNR levels a higher value of 0.5 for γ can be se-
lected. Therefore, the parameter γ can be proportional to the
noise level. However, very low values of γ should be avoided
since they create signal distortions that may affect speech intel-
ligibility. Fig. 3 presents the spectrogram of the original signal
and the modified signal using the transforming function with
γ = 0.5. It is worth noticing how the harmonic structure is
emphasized.

Figure 1: Time-varying amplitude of 15 quasi-harmonic
(around 3000Hz) estimated by eaQHM for the same sentence
uttered in clear and casual style and for the modified casual
signal by DMod with γ = 0.5

3. Subjective Evaluation
For comparison purposes, our proposed algorithm is compared
with two other intelligibility enhancing techniques, the Spec-
tral Shaping and Dynamic Range Compression (SSDRC) [18]
and the Mix-filtering [19]. SSDRC has been proven to be the
most successful modification from a challenge task, contain-
ing extensive evaluation of various intelligibility enhancement
techniques [20]. SSDRC performs energy reallocation in spec-
tral and time domain to increase the intelligibility of speech in
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Figure 2: Mean modulation depth of low frequency modula-
tions (2-8Hz) estimated by eaQHM on the temporal envelopes
of {Clear, Casual, DMod (γ = 0.5)} on three acoustic fre-
quency regions for the same sentence.

Figure 3: Spectrogram of the casual (upper panel) and the mod-
ified casual signal (lower panel) using the transforming func-
tion with γ = 0.5.

noise. The SSDRC modified casual speech has been shown
to reach the intelligibility levels of clear speech for 0dB and
5dB SNR Speech Shaped noise (SSN), and exceed them for
−3dB [21], thus SSDRC serves as an upper bound for intel-
ligibility. The Mix-filtering proposed in [19] implements spec-
tral energy reallocation based on clear and casual speech differ-
ences. It also increases the intelligibility of the original speech
while preserves its quality. Four sets of signals are evaluated:
(1) original speech (OR), (2) the proposed modified speech
using modulation-depth enhancement (DMod) (3) the SSDRC
modified speech (SSDRC) (4) the mix-filtering modified speech
(MixF). The term Categories will be used to refer to the 4 sets
of signals, {OR, DMod, SSDRC, MixF}.

The database for evaluating the proposed modification con-
tains sentences with one keyword inside the carrier sentence ut-
tered in Greek “Lége [léksi klidı́] padú” (“Say [keyword] every-
where”) [22–25]. The keyword is a CVCV word. This database
is used to test word intelligibility by native (Greek) listeners.
The sentences are presented in Speech Shaped Noise (SSN) of
low (SNR1 = −8dB) and mid (SNR2 = −2dB) levels of SNR.
The listeners are asked to write down the keyword that they
hear. Each keyword is presented only once to the listeners. 16
distinct sentences are presented to the listeners for evaluation
uttered by a female and a male speaker (8 sentences per speaker
(8x2 = 16 sentences), 4 sentences per speaker per noise level
(4x2x2 = 16 sentences), 2 sentences per Category per noise
level (2x4x2 = 16 sentences)). All sentences are normalized
to have the same RMS energy and then noise is added to the
sentences. First, the low SNR sentences are presented to the
listeners and next the sentences on higher SNR. 4 sentences are
presented as a header to the listeners to adjust their hearing to
the noise level (20 sentences in total). The “header sentences”

are not evaluated. The scoring system is based on previous re-
search on English intelligibility tests [26–28], supported also
by researchers for Greek language [29]. Each word is consid-
ered incorrect even if there is a mismatch in one phoneme e.g
“fı́ki” instead of “thı́ki” (“seaweed” instead of “case”). How-
ever, incorrect person of verb and number of noun is considered
half-correct e.g. “dóra” instead of “dóro” (“gifts” instead of
“gift”).

As word difficulty may affect the intelligibility scores of the
algorithms, 4 different listening scenarios have been created to
ensure that all algorithms will be evaluated on the same words.
For example, if a specific word is presented to the listener in OR
manner in SNR1 on the listening Scenario 1, then the same word
will be presented to another listener in SSDRC manner in the
same SNR condition on listening Scenario 2 etc. This allows us
to “denoise” the performance evaluation of our algorithms from
the word dependency. For each listener, a listening scenario is
randomly selected when he/she starts the test.

60 listeners (15 listeners per scenario), all native Greek
speakers, participated in the intelligibility test. Performance
evaluation contains two parts of analysis. The first part presents
the intelligibility scores of each Category across listeners, in
order to reveal possible intelligibility benefits of the proposed
modifications for the native population. The second part of
analysis computes the intelligibility scores of each Category
across sentences, to parcel out the possible variability due to
word difficulty.

For each SSN condition, the score of all correct and half
correct keywords to the score of the total keywords is estimated
per listener and per Category. Fig. 4 shows the {min, 1st quar-
tile, median, 3rd quartile, max} of intelligibility scores per Cat-
egory across all listeners. As it is expected, there is a high
variability across listeners due to different word difficulty and
different perception of sounds in noise by listeners [30]. Mean
values are also depicted (rhombus symbol). SSDRC appears to
have a higher intelligibility advantage over all Categories for
both SSN conditions. Our proposed modification DMod has
higher intelligibility score, that is 36% and 48% (mean val-
ues) vs unmodified speech (0% and 18%) for SSN1 and SSN2

respectively, approaching the intelligibility benefit of SSDRC
(44% and 62% respectively). MixF achieves lower intelligibil-
ity scores than DMod (25% for SSN1 and 35% for SSN2).
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Figure 4: Intelligibility score across listeners per Category (a)
SNR=-8dB (b) SNR=-2dB

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of these re-
sults, a repeated-measures ANOVA is performed on intelligi-
bility with Category nested within each listener. Results re-
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veal significant intelligibility differences among Categories, for
both SSN conditions SSN1 (F (3; 59) = 35.91; p < 10−15)
and SSN2 (F (3; 59) = 15.46; p < 10−8). Post-hoc com-
parisons using pairwise paired t-tests with Holm adjustment re-
veal that the mean intelligibility scores of DMod (M = 0.36
(mean); SD = 0.26 (standard deviation)), SSDRC (M = 0.44;
SD = 0.32) and MixF (M = 0.25; SD = 0.28) are sig-
nificantly different (pDMod < 10−14, pSSDRC < 10−13,
pMixF < 10−8) from OR (M = 0; SD = 0) in SSN1.
For SSN2, both DMod (M = 0.48; SD = 0.37) and SS-
DRC (M = 0.62; SD = 0.38) have significantly different
means (p < 10−4) from OR (M = 0.18; SD = 0.25) while
no statistical significance (p = 0.028) was found between the
mean of MixF (M = 0.35, SD = 0.39) and OR (M = 0.18;
SD = 0.25). No statistical significant difference has been
found between MixF, DMod and SSDRC on SSN1. On SSN2

condition there is no statistical significant difference between
SSDRC and DMod.

In order to investigate possible dependencies of the intelli-
gibility scores on word difficulty, intelligibility scores for each
word is computed for all Categories. Fig. 5 shows the normal-
ized scores for each word for the two SSN conditions, SSN1

(Fig. 5a) and SSN2 (Fig. 5b). As we can see word difficulty
influences the efficiency of the modification algorithms. This
variability on the intelligibility scores due to word difficulty jus-
tifies the high variance on the intelligibility scores for the modi-
fication techniques reported in Fig. 4. In easily predicted words
like “zoúla, laliá” the intelligibility scores of {SSDRC, DMod,
MixF} are higher than that of more difficult predicted words
like “theté, gonı́”. It is worth noticing that original speech, OR,
has also higher intelligibility score in easily predicted words for
the SSN2 condition. Finally, 9 out of 16 words have the highest
intelligibility scores when modified by SSDRC, while 4 out of
16 words have the highest intelligibility score when modified
by DMod.
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Figure 5: Intelligibility score of each word per Category (a)
SNR=-8dB (b) SNR=-2dB

4. Discussion and Future Work
Subjective evaluations report that the proposed modification
method, DMod, increases speech intelligibility in SSN noise.
This intelligibility improvement is based on acoustic differences

between clear and casual speech. The transforming function in-
creases the modulation depth of low modulation frequencies (2-
8Hz) of the temporal envelopes, as it naturally happens on clear
speech. However, unlike other studies the intensity envelope
is not extracted using filterbank analysis on frequency bands.
On the other hand, the time-varying amplitudes of the quasi-
harmonics are extracted using an AM-FM decomposition algo-
rithm. This alleviates possible distortions of the envelope dur-
ing the carrier and envelope extraction process [10,16] since the
eaQHM model, used for analysis-synthesis, is highly adaptive
to the signal parameters (amplitudes, frequencies and phases).

Furthermore, DMod decomposes speech into very narrow
frequency bands (quasi-harmonics) effectively achieving to en-
hance the quasi-harmonic structure of speech all over the spec-
trum. Indeed, as Fig. 6 shows, SSDRC enhances the spec-
tral content of perceptually important frequency regions (1000-
3000Hz) which are masked in SSN noise. On the other hand,
DMod emphasizes the harmonic structure of speech all over the
spectrum. This suggests the intelligibility benefits of DMod
can be extended to other types of noise maskers. Future di-
rections aim on testing the proposed modification algorithm on
other types of noise (babble noise, reverberation etc.) and for
different parameters of γ depending on the noise level, as the
evaluation results indicate (Fig. 4). It would be also intererest-
ing to explore combinations of DMod with other intelligibility
boosters. Last, we expect that hearing-impaired people will also
benefit from DMod by performing modulation enhancement on
specific frequency bands to balance the loss of the compressive
nonlinearity in the basilar membrane [31].

Figure 6: The emphasized harmonic structure of modified
speech by DMod vs. SSDRC and unmodified casual speech

5. Conclusions
This work proposes a novel method for enhancing speech intel-
ligibility by increasing the modulation depth of the temporal en-
velopes of speech. The instantaneous amplitudes are extracted
from a Sinusoidal model (eaQHM) and are modified using a
transforming function that approaches clear speech characteris-
tics. Then, the signal is reconstructed by the eaQHM model us-
ing the modified amplitudes and the unmodified instantaneous
frequencies and phases. Intelligibility tests from native listen-
ers in low (−8dB) and mid (−2dB) SNR Speech Shaped Noise
have shown significant intelligibility improvement of speech
using the proposed method, rendering the combination of this
method with other spectral transformation techniques promis-
ing for further intelligibility enhancement of speech.
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